Part 6 – Homeopathy (& other components of Natural Energy Medicine)
Definitions of Terms related to this article:
Biological Amplification:
When photobiomodulation occurs, the photon activates a chromophore and that single enzyme
molecule rapidly catalyses thousands of other chemicals. This is similar to the well-known,
calcium regulated, 2nd messenger cAMP cascade.
This biological amplification process explains how photobiomodulation can produce such
profound systemic, cellular, and clinical effects. Where Infrared and other light sources utilize
penetration to reach their target tissue, true natural LLLT only has to reach the first living cell and
the entire body has been activated.

Homeopathy - The Next Component of Natural Energy Medicine
Homeopathy is a very powerful method of delivering new information to the body. It does this with
only the information found in the energy of a product without having to expose the body to the
product itself whether it be a toxin, nutrient or any product or substance you need to introduce the
body to. A hundred years ago homeopathy was mainstream medicine in the US until drug politics
took over and it was abandoned. It was abandoned about the same time that all physiological
(natural) forms of health care was discarded.
We introduce Homeopathy into Natural Energy Medicine in a couple of different ways. First we
imprint general healing homeopathic remedies into the laser itself so that these remedies are
inducted into the laser therapy itself. Next we imprint specific remedies into magnetic cards that
we call Therapy Cards and have the patient hold these during the therapy procedure.
The amazing part of homeopathy is that it can be introduced to the body in so many ways.
Orthodox homeopathy usually requires that the remedy be consumed in water or other media.
Today’s technology allows us to place the remedy into a magnetic media very similar to a video
tape. We imprint this remedy into a magnetic strip that is on one side of a plastic card much like
a credit card. This remedy can be introduced and made available to the body by just touching this
magnetic strip. This allows the body greater control of the remedy and allows it to take only what
it wants and ignore the rest.
Most of the therapy programs that we use has its own complex proprietary homeopathic remedy
that contains information that may be needed by the patient to complete the therapy program.
However, since we do not know what information or how much information each patient is missing
or has been corrupted we do not know what each individual patient needs or does not need. So
by placing a large complex remedy containing all the information we can find pertaining to the
health issue we are treating, we allow the body to access and utilize whatever information it wants
from this remedy during that therapy program. Which means that every patient will utilize
something different from the same remedy allowing the body to customize its own therapy
program. Keeping the body in control of the therapy is the primary goal of Natural Energy
Medicine.

Introducing the Homeopathic component into Natural Energy Medicine makes a significant
advancement in the therapeutic quality of the procedure and we believe no form of Natural Energy
Medicine is complete without it.
Reflexology:
True light therapy (collimated laser light at 635nm at <5 mW) creates a process in the body called
biological amplification. This process uses the optical windows of every cell to systemically
conduct the energy throughout every living cell in the body. Therefore research shows that by
treating one wound on the body, every wound on the body gets equal therapy. However, if you
are attempting to treat a specific organ or system with all of the properties of Natural Energy
Medicine then applying the therapy to the specific reflex point or meridian for that organ or system
will intensify and direct the therapy to the proper organ or system quicker and more efficiently.
Therefore we direct each therapy to specific locations on the body for the best and quickest overall
therapeutic response.
Timing:
Unfortunately timing is relative and we live in a world of microwaves and instant everything. Today
we think everything should take 10 seconds or less. A few short years ago we thought logging
onto the internet with dialup that only took a few minutes on a 100 lbs of computer and monitor
hardware was miraculous and we all got very excited. Today we want it instantly there on our
pocket smartphone. In health care we are also programed to believe some very odd concepts
especially when it comes to timing.
Time holds an important role in 3 major aspects of all Health Care. With natural energy medicine
time holds unique concepts for these 3 aspects over other fields of health care.
1. How long did it take you to get sick?
Most individuals think they have been sick since they started feeling bad or their doctor found a
problem. According to energy medicine most illness starts with the corruption of information which
may have started years ago if not decades or even generations ago. Then many individuals also
consider that how they feel at this moment equates to their health at this moment when nothing
could be farther from the truth. Athletes in the prime of their life that feel great are dropping dead
on the playing fields and game courts. I can assure you that healthy people do not drop dead.
These athletes had significant health issues for years prior to their death regardless of their lack
of symptoms.
This also opens the door for being able to prevent disease and illness in the future. Since
corrupted information can cause the body to be susceptible to disease and illness in the future
then by resolving any corrupted information in the body today should improve the general health
and potentially reduce the risk of any illness tomorrow. This is difficult for people to understand
because they are led to believe that catching a disease early is finding it after it has already
caused physical damage but has not killed you yet. With natural energy medicine catching the
illness early means that we want to resolve the problem in the information stage before it even
reaches the physical body.
2. How long does it take to deliver the needed treatment?
The time it takes to deliver the needed therapy is dependent on the amount of information that
has been corrupted or lost. It is like loading a file onto your computer the larger the file the longer
it takes. With Natural Energy Medicine the body not only has to acquire the information it also has
to interrupt the information as we are never able to deliver information in the exact format that the
body can directly use. This means some therapy programs may take a few minutes and some
may take significantly more time to deliver. Then occasionally some therapy programs may need
to be repeated. Not that the first therapy did not work or last but some conditions require that the
body heals in layers. Sometimes the therapy works at one level of an organ or disease process.

Once the body receives the therapy it changes. Then it may need the same therapy again to
correct another component of the same issue just at a different level.
3. How long does it take to get well?
While the quality of health care delivered can change the times required for correction and healing,
it can never completely eliminate this time regardless of how much we would like it to. Many health
issues never heal completely and always pose a weakness or predisposition to injury, pain, or
illness. This is because a higher cause of the physical ailment has never been addressed which
is the corrupted programs and information for that specific organ or tissue. I once purchased a
small calculator. When I pressed the #3 key, #9 was entered on the display. This calculator did
not work correctly, not because it was broken but because the program that ran it was corrupted.
I took the calculator back and exchanged it. Unfortunately when this happens to your liver you
can’t take it back to the store and exchange it for one that works right. You have to fix the
programming for the one you have or stay sick.
It takes the body time to utilize the information. Since this form of therapy is primarily about
delivering and managing information and not about actually making the physical changes in the
body, many procedures may not be fully realized for days, weeks or even months following the
procedure. It would be like receiving the blueprints and instructions for building a house. Just
because you have all the plans and know how to build the house does not mean that the house
is built yet. In the same way, just because we correct or deliver the needed information for the
body to heal does not mean that the body is now healed. The body still has to go through the
process of healing and making the physical changes needed in the recovery process. The time it
takes also depends on the correction that needs to be made and is not always that obvious. Some
health issues respond almost instantly with natural energy medicine making it seem miraculous,
which it kind of is, but this is because these symptoms do not require any physical changes or
healing but only require that the body changes its understanding of what it is supposed to do. For
example, we saw a trauma patient that also sustained a TBI (Traumatic Brain Injury) and because
of this TBI they had a residual chronic pain syndrome that caused severe pain with significant
disability. The body had already healed the physical injury but the pain remained because the
memory of that injury was corrupted by the trauma to the brain. Utilizing a short therapy program
that reorganized the memory of that injury this major disability with severe pain that had been
present for months and progressively getting worse amazingly went away in a matter of minutes.
On the other hand we can have health issues such as weight and shape. This program takes a
much longer period of time to deliver the information but you may not see any changes in the
body until the program is completely finished and it still may take months or a year or more to
completely make all the changes to the physical body. And these physical changes continue to
occur without performing any further therapy.
So timing is one area that we need to change our paradigm of understanding if we are to fully
understand Natural Energy Medicine.
Natural Energy Medicine components:
As stated earlier Natural Energy Medicine is composed of many different health care procedures
including but certainly not limited to:
Natural Low Level Laser Therapy
Pulse Frequency therapy
Homeopathy
Nutrition
Reflexology &
Timing

All of these therapy components are valid therapeutic procedures by themselves and have been
utilized in that way for many years with great success. However when you specifically place them
all together to simultaneously treat a specific organ, tissue, system or function they create a
therapeutic response unlike any therapy previously known. We call this therapy true Natural
Energy Medicine.
One last thing to remember is that you are still the treating health care provider and you have
used numerous other natural health care services such as Chiropractic, Nutrition, Diet
Counseling, Massage, Acupuncture, Rehab Exercising, Essential oils, and this is just to name a
few. Our recommendation is to always use everything in your arsenal of health care options to
give your patients the optimal chance of recovery. And adding the above components to your
therapy will just enhance your form of natural energy medicine and will significantly expand your
range of therapy and success of your practice.
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